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            Abstract
Hybrid semiconductor–superconductor devices hold great promise for realizing topological quantum computing with Majorana zero modes1,2,3,4,5. However, multiple claims of Majorana detection, based on either tunnelling6,7,8,9,10 or Coulomb blockade (CB) spectroscopy11,12, remain disputed. Here we devise an experimental protocol that allows us to perform both types of measurement on the same hybrid island by adjusting its charging energy via tunable junctions to the normal leads. This method reduces ambiguities of Majorana detections by checking the consistency between CB spectroscopy and zero-bias peaks in non-blockaded transport. Specifically, we observe junction-dependent, even–odd modulated, single-electron CB peaks in InAs/Al hybrid nanowires without concomitant low-bias peaks in tunnelling spectroscopy. We provide a theoretical interpretation of the experimental observations in terms of low-energy, longitudinally confined island states rather than overlapping Majorana modes. Our results highlight the importance of combined measurements on the same device for the identification of topological Majorana zero modes.
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                    Fig. 1: Experimental protocol for combining tunnelling and Coulomb spectroscopy on the same device.[image: ]


Fig. 2: Even–odd modulation and its tunability.[image: ]


Fig. 3: Numerical simulation of the single-particle LDOS and conductance (dI/dV) in full-shell nanowires.[image: ]


Fig. 4: Conductance in LP lobes when increasing the measurement sensitivity or barrier transparency.[image: ]
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Extended Data Fig. 1 Behaviour of partial-shell devices.
(a) Zero bias dI/dV as a function of Visl and B for configuration pA1. (b) Plot showing the Coulomb peak spacing extracted from a. In the inset, a high-angle annular dark-field scanning transmission electron microscopy image of a partial-shell device is shown. The white area is the InAs core and the Al, shown in grey, does not cover all the facets but only the upper part of the wire. The scale bar corresponds to 20 nm. (c) (top) dI/dV as a function of V and B for device pA with one junction in the open regime and the other tuned in the weak coupling regime. The tunnelling spectroscopy does not reveal a ZBP and/or subgap states. (bottom) Zero bias dI/dV vs B. The purple curve in the inset shows that the conductance background grows with B. (d) Plot showing ∣E0∣ vs. B for different configurations of the partial-shell device pA, i.e. pA1, pA2, PA3 and pA4.
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